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1016793-910 - OTTO 250ml automatic soap dispenser with wall bracket, white / gray

from 28,16 EUR
Item no.: 342827

shipping weight: 0.40 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
OTTO 250ml automatic soap dispenser with wall bracket, white / gray
Umbra Otto 250ml is an automatic soap dispenser for liquid soap and hand disinfectant with wall bracket.
Our popular Otto soap and hand disinfectant dispenser is now also available with a wall bracket and is particularly suitable for the entrance, kitchen and bathroom. The new,
touch-free, infrared sensor soap dispenser is now available with a larger filling capacity (250 ml) and improved motor performance. The dispenser with intelligent sensor technology
always dispenses the same amount of soap or hand disinfectant (2 ml). Otto is the ideal touch-free dispenser for liquid soap, hand disinfectant or washing-up liquid. The use of foam
soap, gel hand sanitiser, or granular soap is not recommended.
The window on the front indicates when it is time to refill. Otto’s large tank opening makes filling particularly easy and clean. Four AAA batteries are required to operate Otto (not
included).
Its improved sealing not only prevents unpleasant dripping but also prevents the outlet from clogging. Otto's wall bracket can be attached to the wall in no time, all the necessary
mounting materials are included in the scope of delivery. Say goodbye to unhygienic soap dispensers and order your Otto Touch-Free soap dispenser from Umbra today!
About Umbra: Umbra is an international design company that specializes in original, modern, cool, functional and affordable products for living & amp; Life is known.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:After you have inserted the batteries, the blue light appears and you hear a motor noise, but no soap is dispensed, then fill it up Transfer to another
container and fill the tank with hot, not boiling water and let it stand for 5-1 minutes until the water has cooled down. Then activate the infrared sensor with your hand until the water
runs well. Empty the tank and refill the soap. If the soap is too thick, dilute it with a little water. The use of foam soap, gel hand sanitizer, or granular soap is not recommended.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:Make sure the soap dispenser is switched on and the blue light is on. We recommend a rinse cycle with warm water before each filling. It is also
advisable to clean Otto’s outlet regularly. If you use thick hand soap, this should be diluted with a little water.

● Designer: Dennis Cheng, Henry Huang
● Material: plastic
● Weight: 0.4 kg
● Color: white / gray
● Size: 12 x 10 x 28 cm
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